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WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Waterway: West Fork White River 
Levee: WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee 

June 21, 2011 

Brian W. McKenna, P.E., Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. (CBBEL) 
Aaron J. Fricke, P.E. CBBEL 

Levee WR-24, also known as and herein referred to as the Rocky Ripple 
Levee, is located in Marion County, Indiana within the Town of Rocky Ripple 
on the east (left) bank of the West Fork White River. It is in the following 
sections of the Public Land Survey System (PLSS): Sections 10, 11, and 14 
ofTownship 16N, Range 3 East. 

Refer to Exhibit 1 for a project location map. 

The Rocky Ripple Levee is an 8,600-ft long earthen embankment. From its 
downstream end, the levee begins at the Indianapolis Department of 
Waterworks (DOW) Canal south of the Butler University Athletic Fields and 
runs parallel and adjacent to the West Fork White River around the Town of 
Rocky Ripple and ties into high ground near the end of Ripple Road at the 
IDW Canal. Exhibit 2 is a map showing the levee alignment. Based on 
visual observations, the embankment slopes are generally between 2:1 (H:V) 
and 3:1 (H:V), the typical crest width is approximately 6-8 feet, and the 
embankment height ranges from about 2 feet to 10 feet. 

The purpose of the inspection was to conduct a visual observation of the 
levee to determine deficiencies that would need to be corrected in order to 
restore the levee to its original level of flood protection (approximately 10-year 
return period) and to prepare a conceptual opinion of probable cost for 
correcting such deficiencies. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Project History: According to the Indianapolis North Flood Damage Reduction Feasibility 
Study prepared by the City of Indianapolis and the United States Army Corps 
of Engineers (USACE) in 1996, the Rocky Ripple Levee was constructed in 
the 1930s by the Works Progress Administration (WPA) in conjunction with 
the City of Indianapolis. Construction of the Rocky Ripple Levee was part of 
a comprehensive plan developed by the City to address flooding in response 
to the disastrous 1913 flood of record. Little else is known about the original 
design and construction of the levee. The study states that the existing 
overtopping frequency is ten percent per year (10-year return period), but 
characterizes the level of protection as only a 14.3% chance (approximately 
7-year return period) based on a reliability analysis and the potential for
failure prior to overtopping. For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that
the existing overtopping frequency, the 10-year return period, was the
intended design level of protection.

Since the time of its construction, the Rocky Ripple Levee has been 
considered in several studies and plans as part of a larger flood control 
system. The United States Congress authorized the Indianapolis Local Flood 
Protection Project (ILFPP) under the Flood Control Act of 1936 which would 
provide for flood control works and channel improvements for two areas of 
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Indianapolis: the Fall Creek Section near Downtown Indianapolis and the 
Warfleigh Section near Broad Ripple and Rocky Ripple. The Warfleigh 
Section of the ILFPP authorized in 1936 was to include improvements to the 
levee protecting Rocky Ripple as part of an overall line of protection 
extending from the southern terminus of the existing Rocky Ripple Levee at 
the IDW Canal along and adjacent to the West Fork White River to near the 
intersection of 62nd Street (Broad Ripple Avenue) and Haverford Avenue. 

Several additional studies and investigations have occurred since the 
authorization by Congress in 1936, particularly for the Warfleigh Section. The 
Fall Creek Section of the ILFPP was eventually completed, but the Warfleigh 
Section was not. The USACE completed a planning report for the ILFPP in 
1952 that was essentially a reexamination of the congressionally-authorized 
plan for the Warfleigh Section. No major changes were recommended, but 
additional openings, ramps, wall construction, and appurtenant structures 
were deemed necessary due to new development in the area. Rocky Ripple 
continued to be included in the plans for the line of protection. A similar study 
was performed by the USACE in 1969 which also proposed flood protection 
for Rocky Ripple. This study recommended that the ILFPP be reclassified 
from a deferred to an active category. In 197 4, however, an economic 
restudy of the Warfleigh Section concluded that the authorized project was 
not economically feasible at the time of writing due to high interest rates and 
recommended that the project status be returned to a deferred category. 

In response to significant flooding that occurred in January 1991, the City of 
Indianapolis requested assistance from the USACE. The project remained 
dormant until 1992 when Congress appropriated funding for the USACE to 
conduct a reconnaissance study of flooding problems in northern 
Indianapolis. This study concluded that constructing new flood control works 
and upgrading existing works in Broad Ripple, Warfleigh, and Rocky Ripple 
appeared to be economically feasible. A feasibility study began in 1993, and 
an interim report titled Indianapolis North Flood Control Feasibility Study was 
issued in November 1995. The plan recommended constructing new flood 
control works and upgrading existing works to form a continuous line of 
protection from approximately the existing southern terminus of the Rocky 
Ripple Levee along the West Fork White River to approximately the intake of 
the IDW Canal in Broad Ripple. 

According to the 1995 plan, the Rocky Ripple segment of the proposed levee 
system was to consist of earthen levee and floodwall generally along and/or 
parallel to the alignment of the existing levee. An important consideration of 
the proposed plan was to avoid the removal of any homes as requested by 
Rocky Ripple residents. Under this proposed plan, a new earthen levee 
would be constructed parallel to and north/east of the existing levee from the 
southern terminus at the IDW Canal to approximately Riverview Drive. A 
floodwall would be constructed on the riverward slope of the existing levee 
along Riverview Drive to about the Rocky Ripple Town Hall. Several decks 
built into the levee would need to be removed to construct the floodwall. A 
new earthen levee would be constructed on the landward side of the existing 
levee from the Rocky Ripple Town Hall to a point approximately 700 feet 
upstream. A floodwall would then be constructed from the end of the new 
earthen levee to the northern terminus of existing Rocky Ripple Levee where 
it would tie into the next segment of the overall project. The proposed levee 
would provide Rocky Ripple with protection for up to and including a 300-year 
flood event on the West Fork White River. 
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The Town of Rocky Ripple and its residents had several concerns regarding 
the 1995 plan which led the Rocky Ripple Town Board to vote unanimously in 
opposition to the project in April 1996. For this reason, the City of 
Indianapolis was not at the time prepared to proceed with the southern 
portion of the overall project until alternate alignments could be developed 
that would be acceptable to the Rocky Ripple Town Board. The final draft of 
the feasibility report, titled Indianapolis North Flood Damage Reduction 
Feasibility Study, published in September 1996, included flood damage 
reduction for only the areas upstream of Rocky Ripple, which consisted of two 
sections known as the Warfleigh Section and the Monon-Broad Ripple 
Section. The Warfleigh and Monon-Broad Ripple Sections were completed in 
2004 and 2009, respectively. 

It is important to note that the last section of the overall project, now known as 
South Warfleigh, is a necessary part of the overall line of protection and must 
be constructed to provide the intended level of flood protection and remove 
homes from the high-risk Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) on Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Maps 
(FIRMs). The current proposed alignment of the South Warfleigh section runs 
along the east bank of the West Fork White River to Rocky Ripple then 
crosses the IDW Canal. It then runs along the east side of the IDW Canal 
and ties into high ground at Butler University. This alignment does not 
include additional flood protection for Rocky Ripple. 

Due to public concerns about the proposed alignment and the lack of 
additional flood protection for the Town of Rocky Ripple, the USACE will 
prepare a Supplementary Environmental Impact Statement addressing four 
alternatives for the South Warfleigh Section. These alternatives include: 1.) 
the proposed alignment described above that does not include Rocky Ripple, 
2.) a modification of this alignment that moves the IDW Canal crossing about 
600 feet downstream, 3.) a levee protecting the Town of Rocky Ripple, and 
4.) no action (do not complete the section). The potential impacts to the 
existing Rocky Ripple Levee will depend on the results of this study and the 
course of action that follows. A draft Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement was expected to be released in June 2011 but had not been 
issued at the time of this writing. 

An inspection of the Rocky Ripple Levee was performed as part of the Marion 
County Flood Control Study in 1989 by SEG Engineers & Consultants, Inc. 
and Dodson-Lindblom Associates, Inc. The inspection report states that the 
overall condition of the levee ranged from poor to fair and that the entire levee 
was overgrown with vegetation. It notes that several homes had been built 
into the levee and that a 20-ft wide gap existed approximately 250 feet 
upstream of the IDW Canal. Contrary to the 1996 USACE report and its 
determination of the level of protection, the flood risk analysis performed as 
part of this inspection revealed that the lowest portion of the levee was about 
two (2) feet below the profile of the 10-year flood. Recommendations 
included clearing vegetation and raising the levee to provide 100-year flood 
protection with three (3) feet of freeboard. It does not appear that these 
recommendations were ever implemented. 

The Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) performed a routine 
inspection of the Rocky Ripple Levee in May 1994. The inspection report 
states that the levee was in poor condition due to houses built into the 
landward slope and large trees on the slopes and crest. The report also 
mentioned that little maintenance was being performed. The IDNR also 
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performed a routine inspection of the Rocky Ripple Levee in December 1997 
and found the levee to be in poor condition due to encroachments by homes 
and large trees on the embankment. 

The land use behind the Rocky Ripple Levee is predominantly single-family 
residential. Nearly all of the entire incorporated Town of Rocky Ripple is 
located behind the levee. Since the levee is not recognized by FEMA as 
providing 1 %-annual-chance (100-year) flood protection, the area behind the 
levee is shown in Zone AE, a high-risk flood zone, on FEMA FIRM No. 
18097C0135E for Marion County, Indiana dated January 5, 2001. The 
effective FIRM mapping is shown on Exhibit 3. 

Published flood elevations are provided in the effective Flood Insurance 
Study (FIS) for Marion County, Indiana, revised July 5, 2005. The levee crest 
elevations used in this report are estimated based on the 2009 Marion County 
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from LIDAR. No survey was completed for this 
report. Levee crown elevations should therefore be considered approximate 
and need to be field verified. All elevations are based on the National 
Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 29) unless otherwise noted. 

10-year Flood Elevation Downstream/ Upstream: 707 .8 / 711.2
SO-year Flood Elevation Downstream/Upstream: 710.8/715.0
100-Year Flood Elevation Downstream/ Upstream: 712.0 / 716.3
Levee Crown Elevation Downstream/ Upstream: 710.4 (+/-) / 721.2(+/-)
Typical levee crown elevations range from approximately 710 to 714.
Lowest Crown Elevation: 707.4 +/- (=960 feet upstream of southern terminus)
Lowest Ground Elevation on the landside of the Levee: 698.1 (+/-)
(Approximately 530 feet south of 51st Street in wooded area between
extension of Lester Street and IDW Canal)

According to the aforementioned Indianapolis North Flood Damage Reduction 
Feasibility Study, the majority of the Rocky Ripple Levee is privately owned. 
South of the Rocky Ripple Town Hall along Riverview Drive, parcels extend 
from the road to the West Fork White River, including the levee. The study 
also states that the upstream-most 3,000 feet of the levee is on property 
owned by the Town of Rocky Ripple and that the Town has an easement for 
flood damage reduction maintenance along the entire length of the levee. 

Parcel data obtained from Marion County appears to confirm the findings of 
the Indianapolis North Flood Damage Reduction Feasibility Study that the 
majority of the levee is privately-owned. The parcel data shows that the levee 
from the southern terminus at the IDW Canal to approximately where it 
crosses Riverview Drive is owned by Butler University. It is important to note 
that according to the Board of Capital Asset Management Resolution No. 96-
46 that was adopted by the City of Indianapolis on June 26, 1996, the City of 
Indianapolis reportedly holds easements south of the Rocky Ripple Town Hall 
which give the City the right to enter and leave the specified area for 
construction, maintenance, and repair. The legal status of any claimed 
easements that may be in place was not verified. 
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INSPECTION FINDINGS 

Overview: 

Limitations of 
Inspection: 

Observed 
Deficiencies: 

The condition of the Rocky Ripple Levee was considered to be poor with 
numerous deficiencies. According to USACE rating criteria, the overall 
project rating would be "unacceptable." 

The inspection was limited to a visual observation of the levee only and did 
not include any subsurface investigations, geotechnical analyses, survey, or 
testing/operation of appurtenances. It also did not include an investigation or 
analysis of interior drainage. Costs for these services are included in the 
professional services line items in the conceptual opinion of probable cost 
discussed in the following sections. 

The deficiencies observed during the visual inspection are summarized 
below. Exhibit 4 shows the general locations of the deficiencies. Due to the 
large number of repeated deficiencies found, a general description of typical 
deficiencies is provided in lieu of listing each instance individually. It should 
be noted that a thorough inspection of the levee was not possible in several 
areas due to dense tree and brush growth as well as encroachments. 

• Unacceptable tree and brush growth along the entire levee segment
and within 15 feet of each toe of slope. Tree and brush growth is
particularly pervasive from Station 0+00 to Station 23+85.

• Lack of acceptable grass cover. In particular, there is no grass cover
from Station 0+00 to Station 23+85.

• Encroachments by homes, decks, fences, stairs, and other objects on
the levee and within the 15-foot clear zones along each toe of the
levee. Several homes along Riverview Drive are built on and/or into
the levee embankment.

• Closure structures (flap gate and sluice gate at Station 0+50) have
corroded and are in need of replacement. The associated concrete
headwalls are also deteriorated.

• Animal burrows, depressions, and erosion gullies are present on the
levee embankment. A severe depression approximately 8 feet in
diameter and 3 feet deep was observed near Station 13+ 70.

• A 36"-diameter interceptor sewer crosses the levee and apparently
does not have any means of closure which could lead to flooding of
the area behind the levee.

DISCUSSION OF RESTORATION COSTS 

Overview: The deficiencies observed during the visual inspection must be corrected in 
order for the Rocky Ripple Levee to be restored to provide the level of 
protection originally intended. Restoration of the levee should fulfill the 
following objectives: 

• Before the City invests any funds toward this project, the City should
obtain easements and/or ownership of the entire reach of levee
through buyouts or eminent domain including 15 feet from the
landward and riverward toes of slope so that further maintenance and
control of unwanted encroachments can be assured.*

• Existing residential structures encroaching onto the levee or the 15-
foot clear zones along each toe should be removed.*

• Encroachments other than residential structures should be removed
from the levee and within the 15-foot clear zones.

• The levee embankment and a 15-foot clear zone at each toe should
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Conceptual Opinion 
of Probable Cost: 

be free of trees and undesirable vegetation. 
• Closure structures should be repaired or replaced.
• The levee embankment crest elevations should be maintained.
• The levee should have appropriate vegetative cover consisting of

well-maintained grass.

* Not included in conceptual opinion of probable cost due to unavailability of
adequate data.

A conceptual opinion of probable cost was prepared for the construction of 
improvements to the levee to correct deficiencies and to fulfill the objectives 
listed above. It was prepared based on inspection observations, rough field 
measurements, aerial photography, and GIS mapping. No detailed design 
data or plans, analyses, or survey information was available or used in the 
preparation of these opinions. Therefore, the costs provided should be 
considered conceptual in nature with the intent of providing an order of 
magnitude estimate of likely construction costs without land acquisition, 
buyouts, or demolition. 

The following paragraphs provide a summary of the opinions of probable cost 
for the major project components. The levee was divided into three segments 
based on the scope and nature of repairs. These three segments are shown 
on Exhibit 5. A more detailed breakdown of the costs is provided in the 
attached Table 1. 

1. Professional Services - $675,000

Professional services are required to design the necessary repairs to 
the levee and to permit the project through the appropriate agencies. 
This includes engineering design fees, construction observation, and 
surveying. 

2. Construction Costs - $3,412,200

a.) Levee Embankment Reconstruction - STA 0+00 to 23+85 
($902,000) 

This section of the Rocky Ripple Levee from its southern 
terminus at the IDW Canal to approximately Riverview Drive is 
so overgrown with trees and brush that it is expected that 
removal of such vegetation and the associated root structures 
may necessitate the reconstruction of nearly the entire 
embankment. It is therefore conservatively assumed that the 
levee would need to be completely reconstructed in this area. 
The cost for reconstruction includes clearing/grubbing, removing 
the existing embankment material, placing and compacting new 
fill material, stabilization with seed and erosion control blanket, 
restoration of closure structures, and constructing access roads 
from Riverview Drive and 51st Street. It also includes installation 
of a vertical gate closure on the 36"-diameter interceptor sewer 
that crosses the levee. A closure is needed to prevent flooding 
of interior areas in the event of a failure of the line. 
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b.) Levee Embankment Restoration - STA 23+85 to 50+65 
($405,000) 

This section of the Rocky Ripple Levee essentially runs parallel 
to Riverview Drive and 54th 

Street from where the levee crosses 
Riverview Drive to the Rocky Ripple Town Hall. It is 
characterized by numerous encroachments by homes, decks, 
fences, stairs, and other objects. Several homes are built into 
the land side of the levee. At minimum, the riverward slope and 
a 15-foot clear zone at the toe of the levee should be cleared of 
trees, undesirable vegetation, and encroachments such as 
fences and stairs. As previously stated, residential structures 
were assumed to remain. The disturbed area would then be 
stabilized with seed and erosion control blanket. The northern 
approximately 400 feet of this segment parallel to 54th 

Street is 
similar to the southernmost section of the levee in that it is 
completely overgrown with trees and brush and likely requires 
complete reconstruction of the embankment. 

c.) Levee Embankment Restoration - STA 50+65 to 85+99 
($436,000) 

This section of the Rocky Ripple Levee extends from the Rocky 
Ripple Town Hall to the northern terminus of the levee. Many 
areas, particularly on the riverward slope, are covered by trees 
and brush which should be cleared. A 15-ft clear zone from both 
the landward toe and riverward toe of slope should be 
established. Some encroachments by houses, decks, fences, 
and other objects are present, but are much less frequent than 
between Station 23+85 and 50+65. In general, the homes in this 
area are built further away from the levee. Any homes or decks 
that do encroach on the levee are assumed to remain, while any 
other encroachments are assumed to be removed. Disturbed 
areas should be stabilized with seed and erosion control blanket. 
It is important to note that the height of the levee with respect to 
landward elevations is less than 3 feet in some areas along this 
section. 

d.) Miscellaneous Construction Costs 
($531,800) 

Pavement restoration on portions of 52nd 
Street from the IDW 

Canal to Riverview Drive and on Riverview Drive and 54th 
Street 

from near where the road crosses the levee to Clarendon Road 
is included in the cost estimate. It is assumed that heavy 
construction traffic will likely cause deterioration of these 
roadways and that they would need to be restored by milling and 
overlaying with asphalt. An assumed cost for environmental 
mitigation is included due to the potential disturbances to 
wetlands and forested floodway. A more detailed study of 
environmentally sensitive areas would be needed to determine 
more exact costs. Miscellaneous construction costs also take 
into account erosion and sediment control and mobilization and 
demobilization. 
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Construction contingencies are included due to the broad nature 
of the study and to account for uncertainty and unknown factors 
that could potentially impact costs. The construction 
contingencies are conservatively assumed to be 50% of the 
overall construction cost. 

3. Costs not determined:

a.) Buyout and/or eminent domain acquisition of residential 
structures 

b.) Removal of residential structures and associated restoration 
c.) Obtaining easements 

The total conceptual opinion of probable cost for restoring the levee to its 
intended level of flood protection is $4,087,200, excluding the cost of 
property/easement acquisition, structure demolition, and associated 
restoration (grading, stabilization, seeding, etc.) which are not currently 
determined. A detailed breakdown of costs is included on the attached Table 
1. This estimate does not include any land acquisition, easements,
demolition of homes, or buyouts. It is important to note that the cost of
constructing a new levee/floodwall along approximately the same alignment
with a reported 300-year level of protection was estimated to be 
approximately $5. 7 million in the 1996 Indianapolis North Flood Damage
Reduction Feasibility Study. This would likely be significantly more expensive
in present value, particularly given that design and construction standards
have changed since the time of writing.

The recommendations and conceptual opinion of probable cost presented 
above represent the minimum steps that should be taken to rehabilitate the 
levee to its original level of flood protection based on the visual inspection 
and file research. Little is known about the original construction of the levee, 
and numerous modifications to the structure that have occurred throughout 
the years. This includes construction of residential structures on and into the 
levee. Furthermore, it has been assumed that the levee embankment is 
constructed of suitable materials and that the interior drainage system is 
adequate. Additional deficiencies may be present that were not able to be 
observed during the visual inspection that may need to be addressed and 
would increase costs. 

It should be noted that the encroachments observed on the Rocky Ripple 
Levee, particularly homes and desks built on or into the levee, is a major 
concern and is inconsistent with guidance and regulations from the USACE 
and FEMA. The presence of such encroachments could compromise the 
structural integrity of the levee, hinder flood-fighting capabilities, and 
encumber maintenance efforts. For these reasons, the encroachments 
should be removed and appropriate ownership of the levee established either 
through buyouts or easement acquisition. This was not included in the 
conceptual opinion of probable cost due unavailability of adequate data. 
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Opinion of Probable Cost for Levee Rehabilitation 

WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee 
Estimated 

Line Description Estimated Units Unit Price Cost 
Quantities (Rounded! 

Professional Services 
2 Engineering Design and Project Management LS $ 350,000 $ 350,000 
3 Construction Inspection LS $ 250,000 $ 250,000 
4 Surveying LS $ 75,000 $ 75,000 
5 Estimated Professional Services Cost $ 675,000 

6 Levee Embankment Reconstruction - Station 0+00 to 23+85 
7 Clearing and Grubbing 3.7 AC $ 30,000 $ 111,000 
8 Remove Existing Embankment & Unsuitable Material 16,000 CY $ 15 $ 240,000 
9 Place and Compact Fill 13,000 CY $ 15 $ 195,000 

10 Topsoil Placement 3,000 CY $ 5 $ 15,000 
11 Finish Grading 19,000 SY $ 2 $ 38,000 
12 Seeding 19,000 SY $ 1 $ 19,000 
13 Erosion Control Blanket 19,000 SY $ 3 $ 57,000 
14 Install 48" Tideflex TF-1 Check Valve at Station 0+50 1 LS $ 40,000 $ 40,000 
15 Install 48" Sluice Gate at Station 0+50 1 EA $ 25,000 $ 25,000 
16 Construct Concrete Headwalls at Station 0+50 2 EA $ 1,000 $ 2,000 
17 Install Vertical Gate Closure on Interceptor Sewer EA $ 50,000 $ 50,000 
18 Gravel Access Roads from Riverview Dr. & 51 st Street LS $ 110,000 $ 110,000 
19 Estimated Levee Embankment Reconstruction - Station 0+00 to 23+85 Cost $ 902,000 

20 Levee Embankment Restoration - Station 23+85 to 50+65 
21 Selective Demolition on Riverward Slope LS $ 100,000 $ 100,000 
22 Clearing and Grubbing 3.0 AC $ 30,000 $ 90,000 
23 Remove Existing Embankment & Unsuitable Material 4,000 CY $ 15 $ 60,000 
24 Place and Compact Fill 2,500 CY $ 15 $ 37,500 
25 Topsoil Placement 1,500 CY $ 5 $ 7,500 
26 Finish Grading 15,000 SY $ 2 $ 30,000 
27 Seeding 15,000 SY $ 1 $ 15,000 
28 Erosion Control Blanket 15,000 SY $ 3 $ 45,000 
29 Gravel Access Roads 1 LS $ 20,000 $ 20,000 
30 Estimated Levee Embankment Restoration - Station 23+85 to 50+65 Cost 405,000 

31 Levee Embankment Restoration - Station 50+65 to 85+99 
32 Selective Demolition on Riverward Slope 1 LS $ 10,000 $ 10,000 
33 Clearing and Grubbing 5.0 AC $ 30,000 $ 150,000 
34 Remove Existing Unsuitable Material 4,000 CY $ 15 $ 60,000 
35 Place and Compact Fill 2,000 CY $ 15 $ 30,000 
36 Topsoil Placement 2,000 CY $ 5 $ 10,000 
37 Finish Grading 26,000 SY $ 2 $ 52,000 
38 Seeding 26,000 SY $ 1 $ 26,000 
39 Erosion Control Blanket 26,000 SY $ 3 $ 78,000 
40 Gravel Access Roads 1 LS $ 20,000 $ 20,000 
41 Estimated Levee Embankment Restoration - Station 50+65 to 85+99 Cost 436,000 

42 Miscellaneous Construction Costs 
43 Pavement Restoration (52nd St., Riverview Dr., 54th SI.) LS $ 75,000 $ 75,000 
44 Environmental Mitigation LS $ 250,000 $ 250,000 
45 Erosion and Sediment Control LS $ 103,400 $ 103,400 
46 Construction Mobilization/Demobilization LS $ 103,400 $ 103,400 
47 Estimated Miscellaneous Construction Costs $ 531,800 

48 Construction Contingencies 
49 Construction Contingencies (50%) LS $1,137,400 $ 1,137,400 
50 Estimated Construction Contingencies $ 1,137,400 
51 
52 Estimated Construction Cost $ 3,412,200 
53 
54 Estimated Total Project Cost I$ 4,os1,2001 

Notes and Assumptions 
Gen. All costs are estimates based on the engineer's knowledge of common construction methods and 

materials. Christopher B. Burke Engineering does not guarantee that the actual bid price will not vary 
from the costs used with this estimate. 

Gen. All costs are in 2011 dollars. 
Gen. Estimated costs have been rounded. 
Gen. This estimate does not include unforeseen cost increases that may result from shortages in fuel and materials 

as a result of natural or man made disasters. 
Gen. This estimate does not include any land acquisition, easements, demolition of homes, or buyouts. 
Gen. Construction contingencies are computed from construction costs only. 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd TABLE 1 
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

• 

LEVEE PHOTOGRAPHS 

Photo 1: View from Southern Terminus of levee at IDW Canal 
(Looking along crest which is covered by vegetation; Station 0+00) 

Photo 2: 48" Flap gate on riverward side of levee (Station 0+50) 
Note that the gate is corroded and the headwall severely deteriorated . 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-1
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

• 

Photo 3: Concrete headwall and flap gate (Station 0+50) 
Note the large crack at the top of the headwall. 

Photo 4: 48" Sluice gate on landward side of levee (Station 0+50) 
Note the corrosion on the gate and the large tree limb that has fallen on the guides . 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-2



Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 5: Corroded connections on 48" sluice gate & deteriorated headwall (Station 0+50) 

Photo 6: Large trees growing on landward slope (Station 3+00) 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-3
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 7: Levee Crest (Station 3+35) 
Note the extensive tree growth and lack of grass cover. 

Photo 8: Large tree uprooted on levee embankment (Station 6+00) 

• Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-4



Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 9: 36" Interceptor sewer exposed near landward toe; crosses through levee (Station 7+90) 

Photo 10: Landward slope (Station 9+00) 
Note the extensive tree growth and lack of grass cover . 

• Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-5



Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

• 

Photo 11: Riverward slope (Station 10+20) 
Note the extensive tree growth and lack of grass cover. 

Photo 12: Trail crossing over levee, looking at the riverward slope (Station 11 +30) 
Note the erosion and lack of grass cover . 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-6



Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection 

• 

Photo 13: Large depression on riverward slope (Station 13+ 70) 
The depression is about 8-ft in diameter and 3-ft deep. 

Photo 14: Encroachments and debris against riverward slope of levee (Station 17+ 70) 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-7



Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 15: Riverview Drive run-up over levee at change in levee alignment (Station 22+30) 
Note the tree growth on the embankment slopes. 

Photo 16: Deck constructed into riverward slope of levee (Station 23+90) 

• Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-8
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection 

Photo 17: 6-ft high(+/-) concrete wall on riverward side of levee underneath deck (Station 24+40) 
The wall is presumably part of the levee. 

• 

Photo 18: Riverward slope of levee looking south (Station 25+20) 
Note the tree growth, undesirable vegetation, and encroachments . 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-9
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 19: Riverward slope of levee looking north (Station 27+00) 
Note the tree growth and undesirable vegetation. 

Photo 20: Riverward slope of levee and crest looking north (Station 28+00) 
Note the tree growth on the riverward slope and the houses encroaching onto the levee . 
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 21: Riverward slope of levee and crest looking north (Station 28+80) 

Photo 22: Riverward slope of levee looking south (Station 33+70) 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-11
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

• 

Photo 23: Crest of levee levee looking south (Station 36+50 +/-) 
Note the trees and heavy vegetative growth. 

Photo 24: Crest of levee looking north (Station 36+50 +/-) 
Note the trees and heavy vegetative growth . 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-12
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

• 

Photo 25: Retaining wall built into landward side of levee near home (Station 42+00) 

Photo 26: Retaining wall built into landward side of levee near home 
(Looking south near Station 46+50) 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-13



Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

• 

Photo 27: Dense brush and tree growth (looking north near Station 46+50) 

Photo 28: Crest and landward slope of levee behind Rocky Ripple Town Hall 
(Looking northeast near Station 50+50) 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-14



Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 29: Deck encroaching onto levee (Station 54+00) 

Photo 30: Crest of levee (looking northeast near Station 55+00) 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-15
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 31: Debris dumped on riverward slope near Station 57+00 

Photo 32: Crest of levee looking west near Station 59+00 
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 33: Crest of levee looking east near Station 59+50 

Photo 34: Deck encroaching on riverward slope of levee (Station 60+60) 

Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. P-17



Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 35: Crest and landward slope (looking west near Station 64+00) 
Note that the levee height with respect to the landward side is only about 2 feet in this area. 

• 

Photo 36: Crest and riverward slope of levee (looking east near Station 64+50) 
Note the trees, undesirable vegetation, and encroachments . 
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 37: Levee embankment (looking east near Station 67+ 70) 

Photo 38: House with basement encroaching onto levee (looking east near Station 69+ 70) 
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection 

• 

Photo 39: Levee embankment (looking east near Station 72+50) 
Note the dense vegetative growth on the riverward slope. 

Photo 40: Deck encroaching onto levee (looking southwest near Station 77+80) 
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Photographs taken June 21, 2011 WR-24 - Rocky Ripple Levee Inspection

Photo 41: Crest and landward slope (looking northeast near Station 79+60) 

Photo 42: Riverward slope of levee (looking northeast near Station 80+00) 
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